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Dissecting Microscope

Description

Dissecting Microscope 

Dissecting Microscope:- a) Round base with bakelite knob and eye piece and with bakelite fitting
provided with two eye piece 10 x and 15 x. 

b) U shape or round base with aluminum knobs, eye pieces & focus exactly 10x and 20x superior
quality with aluminum fitting.  

c) College pattern cast iron heavy round base with brass pipe and focus is exactly 10x and 20x
superior quality with brass fittings. 

d) Rust proof rack and pinion with special guide inside on heavy triangular cast iron base. Complete
with 10x and 20x eye piece and reflector with beautiful storing cabinet. 

  

We are leading manufacturers, suppliers of Dissecting Microscope for Biology Lab. Contact us to get
high quality Dissecting Microscope for Biology Lab for schools, colleges, universities, research labs,
laboratories and various industries. 
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quality with aluminum fitting. c) College pattern cast iron heavy round base with brass pipe and focus
is exactly 10x and 20x superior quality with brass fittings. d) Rust proof rack and pinion with special
guide inside on heavy triangular cast iron base. Complete with 10x and 20x eye piece and reflector
with beautiful storing cabinet. Dissecting Microscope, Dissecting Microscope Manufacturers,
Dissecting Microscope Suppliers, Microscopes, Dissecting Microscope Suppliers in India, Dissecting
Microscope Manufacturer in India.", "brand": "School Lab Instrument", "sku": "5", "gtin8": "5", "gtin13":
"5", "gtin14": "5", "mpn": "5", "aggregateRating": { "@type": "AggregateRating", "ratingValue": "5",
"bestRating": "5", "worstRating": "0", "ratingCount": "20" } } 
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